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Criteria & Target outcome 1 Poor –  4 Excellent 

1. Participation. 
All members of the class are actively engaged 
with the discussion. They actively listen, respond 
and make contributions. 

1. Very few participate willingly. 
2. Minority participate willingly. 
3. Majority participate willingly. 
4. All actively participate. 

2. Developing informed views.  
Students routinely offer justifications for their 
opinions that draw on reasonable interpretation 
of the facts and account for other perspectives. 

1. This rarely happens. 
2. Simple assertions / justifications predominate. 
3. Most offer well-reasoned justifications. 
4. Students routinely offer justifications which reflect their 
own informed opinions and their knowledge of others’ views. 

3. Respect towards people affected by the issue 
being considered. 
Students show empathy and respect for people 
affected by the issues being discussed. They 
challenge stereotypes and examples of prejudice 
and recognise diversity within groups of people. 

1. Disrespectful comments throughout the lesson about 
people affected, although these may be challenged by others. 
2. Mostly a neutral tone adopted, but a lack of empathy / 
understanding for affected groups. 
3. Generally respectful tone towards people being discussed. 
4. Inclusive and positive tone throughout. 

4. Respect for the position adopted by other 
participants. 
Students listen attentively to the range of 
arguments and reasons offered. Participants can 
accept and value elements of others’ 
contributions even if they disagree with their 
overall argument. 

1. Some rude or belittling comments to other participants, 
although these may be challenged by others. 
2. Most responses are civil but opposing arguments are largely 
rejected or dismissed. 
3. Generally participants can at least agree to disagree. 
4. Most participants engage positively and respectfully with 
views different from their own. 

5. Constructive response to discussion. 
Participants recognise counter-arguments given 
during the discussion and respond to them in a 
constructive manner. 

1. Generally people stick to their arguments / views 
throughout (listen but do not respond). 
2. Some respond directly to others, either to explore other 
views or develop their own views. 
3. Most respond directly to others, either to explore other 
views or develop their own views. 
4.  The discussion is generally open and exploratory with 
evaluation, review and development of ideas common. 

6. Search for knowledge and understanding. 
Students are engaged in a collective conversation 
to achieve clarity and understanding. They value 
the truth and seek to clarify misconceptions and 
fill gaps in knowledge. 
 

1. Facts and relevant information are generally used 
selectively to justify views. 
2. Some in the class challenge misconceptions and incorrect / 
irrelevant information. 
3. Most students engage with the information shared during 
the discussion and use this to develop their views. 
4. Generally the discussion builds clarity and deeper 
understanding of the issues being considered. 

What is the main strength in this class? 
 
 
 

What area would you identify for improvement? 
 
 
 

 


